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Statewide Guiding Coalition 

Mission and Vision

Mission
To provide support and guidance for Arkansas educators in developing, leading, and sustaining a statewide Professional 
Learning Community

Vision
To be a high functioning collaborative team that plays an integral part in Arkansas leading the nation in student-focused 
education.

Goals
1. Implementing and spreading professional learning communities throughout schools and districts (webinars and 

conferences)
2. Building collaborative teacher and administrator teams 
3. Support in developing and growing professional learning communities through modeling and observations - onsite 

and visiting other schools
4. Partner Model PLC school with other schools 
5. Celebrating Statewide PLC successes



Level 1 - Safe, 
Supportive, and 

Collaborative Culture

Level 2 - Effective 
Teaching in Every 

Classroom

Level 3 - A Guaranteed 
and Viable Curriculum

Level 4 - 
Standards-Referenced 

Reporting

Level 5 - Competency-Based 
Education

The school effectively 
addresses the leading 
indicators for a safe, 
supportive, and 
collaborative culture.  

The school effectively 
addresses the leading 
indicators for effective 
teaching in every 
classroom. 

The school effectively 
addresses the leading 
indicators for a 
guaranteed and viable 
curriculum. 

The school effectively addresses 
the leading indicators for 
standards-referenced reporting. 

The school effectively 
addresses the leading indicators 
for competency-based 
education. 

Students have their 
basic needs met.

Teachers have their 
basic needs met. 

Parents and guardians 
have their basic needs 
for their children met. 

Teachers develop and 
maintain enhanced 
levels of pedagogical 
skill.

Teachers are clear about 
their content to teach and 
have adequate time and 
resources to do so. 

Teachers can design 
more focused and 
well-crafted lessons and 
units. 

Teachers track the growth and 
status of each individual student.  

Teachers provide specific 
feedback to each student for 
each topic in the curriculum. 

Teachers take collective 
responsibility for determining 
each student’s status and 
growth on specific topics. 

Teachers take collective 
responsibility to determine when 
each student should move to 
the next level relative to specific 
topics and subject areas.  

Teachers can better 
focus their attention on 
instruction.  

Students can better 
focus their attention on 
learning.

Students receive 
high-quality 
instruction. 

Students have a 
heightened probability 
of learning the taught 
curriculum. 

Students have increased 
opportunities to learn the 
intended curriculum. 

Students have a better 
understanding of what they need 
to learn or improve relative to 
specific topics in the curriculum. 

Students move through the 
curriculum at a pace consistent 
with their development and 
individual needs.  

Students do not have gaps in 
their learning. 

Students develop an enhanced 
sense of urgency and 
responsibility. 

High Reliability Schools framework



THe RTI at Work Pyramid

Overview of the Process
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Inverted pyramid
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https://app.globalpd.com/search/content/NDI=


one

All students have 
access to essential 
grade-level 
curriculum as part 
of their core 
instruction.

Four outcomes of a multi-tiered, systematic process
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Two

At end of every 
unit of study, some 
students need 
additional time 
and support to 
master essential 
skills.

THREE

Some students 
enter each year 
lacking skills from 
prior years, so they 
require intensive 
interventions.

Four

Some students 
require all three 
tiers to learn at 
high levels.

Buffom, Mattos, Malone (2018)



“There is no level of supplemental or 
intensive intervention that can 
compensate for what students 

miss at Tier 1.
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Tier 1

Access to Essential Learning for ALL Students
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A Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum

● Identify essential standards for each grade level or 
course

● Getting insanely clear about what students have to 
learn

● Create unit plans
● Assessments- formative and summative- cycle
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Criteria For Selecting essential standards

Endurance

Will this standard provide 
students with knowledge 
and skills that are 
valuable beyond a single 
test date?

Leverage

Will it provide knowledge 
and skills that are 
valuable in multiple 
disciplines?

Prepare for the next 
level

Will it provide students 
with essential knowledge 
and skills essential for 
success in the next grade 
or level of instruction?
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Leader’s Guide to Standards, Douglas B. 
Reeves 2002
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Tier 2

Additional Time and Support to Learn 
Essential Skills (Academic and Behavior)

★ Teacher Team Actions
★ Schoolwide Actions
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Teacher Team Essential Actions

▸ Tier 2 is the primary reason that the RTI at Work pyramid was divided into 
two sections; 

○ Teacher team responsibilities
○ Schoolwide team responsibilities

▸ There are two reasons why students struggle in school;
■ Skill-Interventions target students that have not mastered how to 

do specific academic essentials.
■ Will-Interventions target students that can acquire the skill, but 

does not want to or have the will to master it.
▸ Guiding Principle

○ Target the cause of the problem, not the symptom.
                                                                            Buffum, Mattos, Malone (2018)
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Essential actions that teacher teams must lead at Tier 2

▸ Design and lead supplemental interventions for academic essential 
standards.

▸ Consider screening in immediate prerequisite skills

▸ Monitor the progress of students receiving supplemental supports.

▸ Extend student learning.
                                                                                                                                       Buffum, Mattos, Malone (2018)
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Tier 2: Teacher Team Essential Actions



Teacher Team Actions Cont’d

▸ Design and lead supplemental 
interventions for academic 
essential standards
○ Based on learning targets to provide 

supplemental interventions within a 
unit based on CFA/CSA  data
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▸ Identify Concerns
○ Data review of assessment results

▸ Determine cause
○ FA+CFA+CSA to determine leading causes

▸ Target desired outcomes
○ What do we want Ss to be able to do as a 

result of Tier 2 instruction
▸ Design intervention steps

○ Brainstorming intervention strategies based 
on teacher data

▸ Monitor progress
○ What tool will teams use (data protocol)

▸ Assign lead responsibility
○ Who taught the skill the best based on 

data  
                          
                                     Buffum, Mattos, Malone (2018)



Teacher Team Actions Cont’d

▸ Screening in immediate prerequisite 
skills
○ Unit by Unit (Not Universal)
○ Typically done 2 weeks prior to new 

unit
○ Done briefly
○ Tier 1 application

▸ The best intervention is prevention=lower 
number of Tier 2 students to make it 
doable.
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After forty years of intensive research on school learning in the United 
States as well as abroad, my major conclusion is:  What any person in the 
world can learn, almost all persons can learn if provided with 
appropriate prior and current conditions of learning.     -Benjamin Bloom                                                                                                                                                                                          

Buffum, Mattos, Malone (2018)



Teacher Team Actions Cont’d

▸ Monitor the progress of students
○ Intended, Implemented, Learned 

Curriculum
▸ Progress monitoring is an essential component 

of RTI.       
▸ The (R) is how do we as a team respond? 
▸ Teams must monitor how students respond to 

the interventions
▸ Suggested timeline of interventions is 2-3 weeks         
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▸ Collaborative teams  should take the 

following three steps when analyzing results

○ Discuss concerns about students and 
causes at the learning target level

○ Decide which teacher will work with 
each group of students based on skill 
and why.

○  Identify what tools/prompts will be 
used to monitor student progress            

                                

                                             Buffum, Mattos, Malone (2018)



Teacher Team Actions Cont’d

▸ Extend Student Learning
○ RTI should never provide extra time and 

support to struggling students at the 
expense of our highest achieving students. 
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▸ Focus on providing choice for extension if 

possible.
▸ Providing students opportunities to pursue 

interests.    
▸ Planning for students who need extension to 

use what they have learned and apply it to 
different situations or different ways to solve 
problems.

▸ Is held during Flex Time
▸ Can be culminating project

                                

                                             



Teacher Team Actions Cont’d
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Team Monitoring of Tier 1 to Plan for Tier 2
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Data Protocol

“The Lynchpin of a PLC”
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● Teachers enter their student names under each 
performance level for a minimum of one CFA/CSA

● Teachers make an instructional plan for each 
achievement level to plan for Tier 2.

● Discuss Tabs



Schoolwide Essential Actions 

▸ Creating a master schedule that 
allows access to students for Tier 
1 and Tier 2 requires a schoolwide 
effort.

▸ Should not be left up to individual 
teachers to determine

▸ The primary responsibility falls 
on the school leadership team
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Criteria to consider….
▸ Frequency

○ twice per week(atleast)
○ Time carved out of school day

▸ Duration
○ 30 minutes

▸ Available to all students
○ Must be during school day to open 

for all

▸ Not time to introduce new curriculum
○ This time is focused on reteaching 

essentials
                                        
                                    Buffum, Mattos, Malone (2018)



Schoolwide Essential Actions 

▸ Developing a process for 
identifying students who need 
help.                                                                            
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    Identification Processes 
                
▸ Universal Screening

○ Used to develop master schedule 
based on need.

▸ Common Assessments
○ Teacher teams

▸ Staff Recommendations
○ Guiding SEL Behaviors and 

Interventions

                                  Buffum, Mattos, Malone (2018)



Planning and Implementing Supplemental Interventions for Essential Social 
and Academic Behaviors                                                                                                                                       

▸ Leadership teams responsibility to plan and implement the supplemental behavior interventions
▸ Interventions should target

○ Social Behaviors
■ Staying on task, using appropriate language, making friends, being on time, etc.

○ Academic Behaviors
■ Completing assignments, staying organized, good effort, etc.

○ Health and Home
■ Focusing on school due to problems at home

Buffum, Mattos, Malone (2018)
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Tier 2: Schoolwide Essential Actions



Coordinating Interventions for Skill and will 

students

▸ Issues schools face….
○ Logistics
○ When will we provide Tier 2 Interventions?
○ Who will provide the interventions?
○ What if students have multiple academic areas to address?
○ How do we hold students accountable?

▸ Software for tracking and assigning students to 
interventions/extensions.
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Tier 3

Intensive Support
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Identify students needing intensive support

Universal Screening 
Planning Guide

Helps teams determine which 
criteria, personnel, and 

processes to use to screen 
students needing remediation
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ax9VbkHSTJhP0ZPpuZtALQGHKBYujN4423Hu8PFVFCs/edit?usp=sharing


Create a site intervention team

Purpose 
Focus on the individual needs of the 
most at-risk students

Frequency

Norms
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Prioritize Resources

Utilize the best resources 
available and think outside 
the box as we prioritize
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ry55--J4_VQ


Prioritize resources - ProSolve Process

HOW DOES IT WORK?

1. Teachers recommend
2. Entered on Master List
3. Team meets and uses 

Prosolve Process
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/13_Q4cyEeDbWbBLNXIf2G8XoM5LONHN1EERgeu5xSGcU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1OXWnZmbq-QztWb_QGoFVRR7By7PKneqcuMP5l7knsCA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1mjn4UtEQUug8H3htqHrhjF16ELW8x-vnE5j_ElH9i_8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ax9VbkHSTJhP0ZPpuZtALQGHKBYujN4423Hu8PFVFCs/edit?usp=sharing
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Reflecting on Today’s Learning
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We are doing this! This is a 
new idea 
for me.

What are our next steps?



QUestions and Contact Information

▸ Jana Wilson (Blytheville) - jwilson@blythevilleschools.net
▸ Jason Selig (Lake Hamilton) - jason.selig@lhwolves.net
▸ Shandee Gordon (Wonderview) - 

shandee.gordon@wonderviewschools.org
▸ Missy Walley (ADE) - missy.walley@ade.arkansas.gov
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